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GROWTH OF THE COPRATES RISE, MARS, AS A RESULT OF LITHOSPHERIC 
FOLDING, Richard A. Schultz, Mackay School of Mines, University of Nevada, Reno, NV 
89557-0138, and Kenneth L. Tanaka, U.S. Geological Survey, Flagstaff, AZ 86001. 

Introduction. 
The Coprates rise forms a 900-km-long, north to northeast trending ridge south of Coprates 

Chasrna (eastern Valles Marineris) between 56' and 60' longitude. The rise forms the eastern edge 
of the broad Thaumasia volcanotectonic plateau south of Tharsis and is one of a series of large- 
scale topographic undulations south of Valles Marineris. Earth-based radar data for the northern 
part of the rise show that the crest of the rise extends -1 krn above the inner part of the Thaurnasia 
plateau and 2-4 km above the adjacent plains to the east. The rise is embayed by Lower Hesperian 
ridged plains material that may be locally tilted into a syncline on the eastern margin of the rise 
[1,2,3]. We summarize results of our detailed geologic mapping and analysis that documents the 
growth of the Coprates rise during the Late Noachian and perhaps Early Hesperian as an 
asymmetric fold. 

Results. 
The oldest structures in the Coprates rise region are west to northwest trending grabens of 

apparent Middle Noachian age. Extension associated with these grabens appears to be unrelated to 
the later development of the rise. Middle Noachian to Late Hesperian intercrater and fractured 
materials of the Coprates rise are embayed by Lower Hesperian ridged plains material and an 
Upper Hesperian mantle deposit. Some of the ridged plains material may be upturned along both 
flanks of the rise. Local erosion and deposition on the rise has obliterated craters, resulting in an 
Upper Hesperian crater density for its surface. Thus we infer that the deformation of the Coprates 
rise took place during Late Noachian to Early Hesperian time. The hogbacks and flatirons 
observed on the eastern margin of the rise correspond to tilted layers of ridged plains and 
underlying material. Later structures include wrinkle ridges and strike-slip faults [4] east of the 
rise and pit-crater chains and grabens of eastern Valles Marineris [5,6]. The rise does not appear to 
continue north of Coprates Chasrna. 

The Coprates rise appears to have formed by uplift, and folding is implied by the tilting of 
Noachian layers on both western and eastern margins of the rise. Based on available topographic 
data and the morphology and apparent tilting of layers, the Coprates rise and trough adjacent to the 
east define an asymmetric anticline-syncline pair trending approximately north to northeast, with 
the steeper limb on the east side of the rise. 

What caused the uplift? Uplift of crustal layers can be caused by a variety of processes, 
including unstable lateral compression (producing either a bucking instability or thrust faulting), 
extension, lateral deformation (producing strike-slip faults), or vertical displacements. Strike-slip 
faulting can be ruled out based on the absence of strike-slip structures associated with the rise. An 
origin by localized crustal extension was suggested by Plescia et al. [7] and Craddock et al. [8]. 
However, growth through normal faulting is considered unlikely, for two reasons. First, no clear 
evidence for normal faulting along the eastern margin of the Coprates fold can be found in the 
Viking images. Second, the topography of the rise is inconsistent with that predicted above an 
appropriately dipping fault, as indicated by a comparison of the topography with surface 
displacements associated with slip along a buried dislocation. Vertical displacement of crust 
beneath the Coprates rise has difficulties in producing the scale of the deformation. 

An origin of the rise through horizontal compression of the lithosphere, with the strain 
manifested in either buckling or thrust faulting, is considered to be the most likely explanation. 
Although the topography of the rise can be fit by theoretical surface displacements above a buried 
thrust fault, the fault surface would need to extend several hundred kilometers down-dip to the 
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west. A more plausible scenario involves growth of the Coprates rise through buckling instability 
[e.g., 91. The rise is in the midst of a group of several broadly parallel northerly trending 
topo&aphic features south of Valles Marineris, and these large-scale undulations parallel the trends 
of superposed wrinkle ridges [3]. The rises in this group show a regular spacing of -300-400 km. 

Conclusions. 
We suggest that the Coprates rise is a moderately eroded and partially embayed asymmetric 

anticline uplifted 2-4 krn during Late Noachian to Early Hesperian time, and is the most prominent 
of a series of large folds south of Valles Marineris. This apparent folding parallels the coeval or 
somewhat later belts of wrinkle ridges that are associated with Tharsis tectonism It appears that at 
least two scales of folding were produced by Tharsis (or Thaumasia) centered stresses in the 
Coprates region and that this deformation may have begun during the Late Noachian. 
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